
 Quick Wins are small, yet impactful tasks that can be easily
implemented and quickly lead to success. These wins not
only provide motivation and a sense of accomplishment,
but also build momentum and create a positive feedback
loop that drives even greater success. 

Here are some of the benefits of Quick Wins: 

Boosts Motivation: Achieving a quick win provides instant
gratification and inspires you to continue working towards
your goals. 

Builds Confidence: By successfully completing a quick win,
you gain confidence in your ability to achieve your goals. 

Increases Momentum: Each quick win creates momentum
that propels you towards larger tasks and challenges. 

Improves Focus: By focusing on quick wins that are easy to
implement and have high impact on your success, you can
avoid feeling overwhelmed and maintain a clear direction. 

Keep scrolling to see our fillable Quick Wins Template!
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Activity Impact
(0-10)

Effort
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Absolute Best

Find your
Quick Wins

Make a list and then score tasks based firstly on their impact and
secondly on the effort needed to complete them (0 for no real effort
or impact to 10 for a major effort or impact). Then place them on your
matrix on the next page.



FILL-INS THANKLESS TASKS
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HIGH IMPACT

QUICK WINS MAJOR PROJECTS

The Act ion Pr ior i ty  Matr ix  is  a  great  way to v isual ise what  tasks take
pr ior i ty  over  others ,  and how to best  a l locate your  t ime towards
them.   Look f i rst  for  th ings that  f i t  into the Quick Wins quadrant .

LOW IMPACT
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